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NEW SERIES!
NEW HoRIzoNS IN 
ENvIRoNmENtal PolItIcS 
SERIES 
Series Editor, arthur P.J. mol, Professor in Environmental Policy, 
University of Wagenigen, The Netherlands

The environment has been on local, national and global public and political agendas since 
the late 1960s, yet the profile, frontier, geographies and politics of environmental disruption 
and reform are constantly changing as our natural environment continues to be threatened. 
New actor networks, topics, movements, conflicts, reform agendas, alliances and governance 
regimes continue to emerge in developed, emerging and developing economies alike. How can 
we understand these changes in the politics of nature, environment and natural resources; how 
is the environment (re)defined, debated and protected; what differences do we see between 
countries and regions in environmental politics; how do actors (not) collaborate around 
environment and natural resource conflicts; who wins, who loses - and in what ways; and how 
can we better study, analyze and theorise such developments and outcomes?

The New Horizons in Environmental Politics Series provides a platform for in-depth critical 
assessments of these vital questions, and is an invaluable forum for original research 
across the spectrum of environmental politics. The series is designed to promote innovative 
cross-disciplinary analysis of the contemporary issues and debates influencing the various 
dimensions of environmental politics. Covering a diverse range of topics, the series will 
examine the political, economic and ethical aspects of environmental policy, governance 
and regulation. This series brings together cutting edge research on environmental politics 
worldwide, aiming to shed light on, better understand and explain current trends and 
developments.

With oversight from the Series Editor, Professor Arthur Mol, a noted specialist in the field 
of environmental politics at Wageningen University, the Netherlands, the New Horizons in 
Environmental Politics Series will comprise carefully commissioned projects from experts in 
the field including both academics and professionals. The audience for the series is global, and 
books in the series will be essential reading for students, academics and practitioners: in short, 
anyone with an interest in understanding the vital issues affecting environmental politics in the  
21st Century. 

Proposals for single-author monographs, co-authored and edited volumes focusing on relevant 
topics will be accepted for consideration, and the estimated word lengths for individual projects 
should be in the region of c.70,000-110,000 words. 

For further information on the series, please contact  
Alex Pettifer, Editorial Director: alex.pettifer@e-elgar.co.uk
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